Average Joe reading in the park.
Goatman walks by, but Joe still reads.

View angle from it?
Clop clop clop clop

Must be a fascinating paper
goat noises as leaves.
What was it?
Large movement with paper.
Oh well. Zoom in to tree.
Bird starts freaking out. Loud bird noises.
Bird grows large bright red phoenix. Larger bird noises. Joe reads on...
Joe isn't paying attention. Phoenix gives up.
Phoenix reads over Joe's shoulder.
Cerebus runs back and forth chasing ball...
...and barking loudly. Joe's still reading.
View from angle ball rolls up to Joe.
Cerebus runs up to Joe and the ball.
What is it? Joe puts down paper to see ...
Pant

Pant

three little puppies?
Joe kicks the ball back to them.
Content, Joe goes back to his paper. Barking receds.